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Introduction

Ever wonder what it really costs to propose and implement engineering changes!  Understanding potential material
cost impact for ECOs, across the company, requires the capability to quantify costs in all inventory organizations for
the targeted implementation date.  We built a custom report providing different slices of this information, keying in
on specific actions within the ECO revised items and revised component forms. Therefore, resulting in more
proactive decisions supporting asset management.

The Problem

Applied Materials products can quickly shift across organizations in a fast changing business climate. A large
number of common modules mean Engineering Change Orders (ECOs) have a huge potential material impact in all
organizations.  Managing and understanding the material cost impact of these related Engineering Changes across
multiple inventory organizations could be challenging.

Global ECOs allow you centralize engineering changes, and provide global consistency. Yet each organization is
impacted to different degrees during implementation.  One of the biggest contributors to ECO implementation cost is
how you disposition your inventory.  You need to account for scrap or rework in each organization.  Depending on
the change action, you may need to consider the demand and supply pipeline.

Therefore, having a tool to help evaluate proposed change impact on asset management can help keep operating cost
down and ensuring both the customer needs, and manufacturing assets are fully considered during the engineering
change process.  In short, you must fully understand material cost impact of the change to ensure your plan
implementation date is in line with customer satisfaction and effective asset management.  In many ways, you can
leverage standard functionality in Oracle Manufacturing to achieve this capability; reduce quarterly scrap reserves,
provide more funding for product development, and increase stockholder equity.

Oracle does not provide any standard queries or reports to review and analyze such information.  We built a custom
report to provide detailed breakdown of the material costs incurred for implementing changes.  Costs may be
reported by ECOs, Departments, Fiscal periods, or Date ranges. It will key on things like: WIP Disposition, Status
Changes, User Item Types, and Revised component actions.

Assumptions

The design of this report hinged on several assumptions.  Several critical assumptions are explained here.

All design changes are centralized.  In our case, all ECOs are written in the master inventory organization.  This
assumption is critical for the logic in the report to derive material impact.

Cost calculations of change impact are made across all organizations.  This determines the impact across the
corporation, rather than an organization.  ECO departments can analyze granular breakdowns of cost impact.

This report is limited to provide material cost impact only.  Any other tangible or intangible costs are not included in
this design.
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Bus Route (JIT items) purchased parts inventory liability is assumed to be 8 weeks only.

The Requirements

We designed this report with a goal to fulfill several business requirements.  Some of these requirements are
explained.

Provide several reporting options for analyzing material impact.   You can run this report for date range (useful for
review period, quarter, year impacts), department, specific ECO.

The inventory impact must be determined by using on-hand, on-demand, and mrp recommendations across all
organizations where the revised items are assigned.

Provide cost totals by department, eco, revised item.

The Material Impact Calculations

The key structure changes impacting material are typically obsoleting items and its disposition.  We modeled
obsolescence on status changes to ‘Inactive’ or ‘Obsolete’.  The dispositions of ‘Scrap WIP and inventory’,  ‘Scrap
only WIP’, ‘Scrap only inventory’, ‘Rework inventory and WIP’, ‘Rework only inventory’, and ‘Rework only WIP’.

Explode all revised items and components down to the purchased parts.  Apply the following calculations to all these
items to determine the cost impact.

For any of the scrap dispositions of ‘Scrap WIP and inventory’,  ‘Scrap only WIP’ or ‘Scrap only inventory’, the
material cost impact is calculated by the formulas below.

On changing revised item status to Obsolete or Inactive
For JIT purchased parts: Material cost impact = 2 month demand * frozen cost
For other purchased parts: Material cost impact = (On Hand- demand + on order) * frozen cost

On replacing a component with a new component
For JIT purchased parts: Material cost impact = 2 month demand * frozen cost
For other purchased parts: Material cost impact = (On Hand- demand + on order) * frozen cost

On increasing quantity per for the component, the material cost impact is 0.

On decreasing quantity per for the component
For JIT purchased parts: Material cost impact = 2 month demand * * (delta Qty/Original Qty) * frozen cost
For other purchased parts: Material cost impact = (On Hand- demand + on order) * (delta Qty/Original Qty) * frozen
cost

For any of the rework dispositions of  ‘Rework inventory and WIP’, ‘Rework only inventory’ or ‘Rework only WIP’,
the cost calculations of Scrap dispositions are reduced by 60%.
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The Report
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  Eco Num   Department          Item Num         Description                           Disposition                                               Total INV        Frozen Cost    Mat
Cost Impact       --------  ------------------  ---------------  --------------------                                ----------------------  ------------                            ------------
--------------
  100601    WMO_ENG             0020-10702       RETAINER,SEAL,THROTT  Rework inventory and                         293               $9.80        $1,148.56
                                                 LE VALVE,TEOS                                                   WIP
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        --------------------
                                                                                                                                                                                                   Total:            $1,148.56
 
 

Conclusion

Using standard Oracle functionality to perform and implement product changes; building an intelligent custom report
to evaluate material impact, we provided a tool to enrich the decision making process.  We have now developed the
capability to understand “All Those Engineering Changes-What Does It Really Cost.”
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